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Looking Beyond Strategy
Explore possible futures to identify tomorrow’s challenges and improve today’s decisions

 Risks related to large scale climate change or quick
transition towards a low-carbon economy are drastically
increasing. It nurtures an ever increasing uncertainty on
future that disorient decision-makers. Facing difficulties to
anticipate mid and long-term horizons, corporate’s
strategies focus on short-term issues.

 A scenario-based approach is a key tool to enrich
high level strategic dialogue and to easily grasp
various potential future, would they be desirable or
not.
 Tailor made strategies would then be designed for
those differentiated paths.

- world’s largest asset manager
- is now requiring companies belonging to its
portfolio to use a scenario-based approach
to assess risks under global efforts to keep
warming under 2°C, starting 2018.

(*) embraces this
scenario-based approach and
includes it in its disclosure
guideline to companies, as an
essential information for investors.

* TCFD = Task force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosure
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Did
you
know?
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Looking Beyond Strategy
Explore possible futures to identify tomorrow’s challenges and improve today’s decisions
 Carbone 4’s methodology breaks down into three steps :

1

2

3

Global prospective

Qualify and quantify impacts in

Design a tailor-made

scenarios definition

each scenario

strategy

Objectives

Objectives

Objectives

 Construction or coconstruction of different
potential futures, desirable
or not

 Physical and transition risks related
to climate change

 New business models

 Scenario definition with
quantitative & qualitative
data

 Translation into financial impacts for
the company (P&L, Balance sheet)

Results

Results

Results

 Production of 3 to 4 scenarios,
of which one ‘BAU’ & one
“2°C world”

 Risk analysis and impacts calculation
on sales, competition, free cash-flow,
company valuation,

 From concept note to full
strategy rethinking

 R&D/Investments
 Consistent CO2 emissions
targets and CO2 price
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 Impacts on company’s markets
(supply & demand)

 Business portfolio evolution
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Global prospective scenarios definition

 Objective: design, or co-design with the company, of 3 to 4 different prospective scenarios, of
which one will be a “Business-As-Usual” scenario (leading to a climate stress-test) and one a
“2°C world” (leading to a transition stress-test).
 They would explore potentially very distinct futures, desirable or not.
 They aim to challenge company’s strategic thinking.
Potential scenarios illustrations
o No hurdle to growth: possible physical limits don’t affect economic growth. Current business
and economic organization of our societies prevail. It leads to a climate stress-test.
o Paris Agreement – Green tech: innovation-oriented. We are rich enough to simultaneously
finance innovation development that fuels GDP growth and better environmental protection.
It matches with 2DS IEA scenario.

o Withdrawal: rise of tensions between countries. Protectionism is the basis of increasingly
regionalized economies. National self-interest drives policy leading to low GDP growth. Forced
adaptation to climate change.
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o Paris Agreement - Global Green Policy: soberness-oriented. Technological developments are
insufficient to reduce CO2 emissions. In a constrained world, inherently limited resources are
focused on individual behaviours evolution and regulation’s enforcement to decarbonize
economy.
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Qualify and quantify impacts in each scenario

Example of potential portfolio analysis for a fictive company : NewCo
 NewCo’s products demand evolution
Product
A

Product
B

Product
C

Product
D

100 is the level of
demand in 2030
in “No hurdle to
growth” scenario

125

Demand level
in 2017
Demand level
in 2030 in
Greentech
scenario

100

Demand level
in 2030 for
Global Green
Policy
scenario
Demand level
in 2030 for
Withdrawal
scenario

75

50

25

0

 Impact on NewCo’s financial results
Scenario description

150

125

100

75

50

25

0

NHTG : No Hurdle To
Growth
GT : GreenTech
GGP : Global Green
Policy
W : Withdrawal

100 is NewCo’s
EBITDA level in 2017.
EBITDA level in 2030
compare to 2017
level without
carbon price
EBITDA level in 2030
compare to 2017
level with US$ 100
carbon price
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 Business portfolio carbon impact
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Design a tailor-made strategy

 Objective : design a successful strategy for each scenario, particularly in case of a “2°C
world”.
Preliminary: Identify key indicators to use in order to understand which scenario seems the
closest to observed reality (weak signals).

New
business
models

Business
portfolio
evolution
To benefit from the
opportunities
created by a
transition to a lowcarbon economy in
a “2°C world”

In low-carbon
products and
technologies for a
“2°C world” path or
in climate change
adaptation for a BAU
path

CO2
emissions
targets, CO2
price
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Concerns current
company’s activities
which will face
difficulties in some
scenarios

R&D and
investments

SBT validated
emissions targets,
CO2 pricing
methodology most
suited to the
company
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